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Chest fridge
Using vertical doors in refrigeration devices is an act against the Nature of Cold Air. Understanding and cooperating with Nature rather than acting against it leads to much better efficiency.
[image: ]My chest fridge (Vestfrost freezer turned into a fridge) consumes about 0.1 kWh a day. It works only about 2 minutes per hour. At all other times it is perfectly quiet and consumes no power. If I connected my chest fridge to the power grid, $5 would pay for the entire year of using it.


It is obvious that a truly energy efficient fridge does not cost any more money than a mediocre one. It actually costs less. It also has amazing food-preserving performance because temperature fluctuations in its interior are naturally minimized.
So - WHY mediocre food-spoiling fridges are being made? WHO makes decisions to manufacture them? Who awards them "stars" and other misleading awards? Why people continue to buy and use energy wasting and food-spoiling devices? Does anyone care about understanding anything?
Nearly every household on Earth has a fridge that totally wastes at least 1 kWh of energy a day (365 kWh a year). How much reduction in greenhouse emissions can we achieve by banning just ONE inefficient household device in just ONE country? How many politicians debating for how many years will it take to achieve such a ban?
Rather than waiting for someone to do something I would like to volunteer to supply freezer modification kits to environmentally conscious people of Australia. Let’s do something in the right direction right now.
Following ~20 years of our campaign promoting chest fridges, many modern manufacturers of chest freezers decided to provide them with temperature control up to +6 deg C, thereby allowing these chest freezers to be used as chest fridges. We recommend you to source such a freezer instead of ordering our freezer-to-fridge thermostat. If you plan to use a second-hand chest freezer as a fridge - please contact Tom for a custom order.
After ~20 years of service my Vestfrost freezer stopped working efficiently. I replaced it with 2 ChiQ hybrid inverter freezers (pictured below) one 142L and another 198L.
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When I set their thermostats to +6 deg C, the energy consumption for both is about 0.4 kWh per day during a heatwave and about 0.18-0.23 kWh/day on a normal summer day.  The standby power use for both is about 1.5 Watts. While this energy consumption is larger than it was for my Vestfrost when it was new, the new installation is simpler. Also, having two hybrid fridges gives me freedom to use one as a fridge and another as a freezer - whenever I want. I did not have this option when I used one large chest fridge.
Full article pdf | Thermostat part list | Thermostat User Manual
Buying online freezer-to-fridge conversion thermostat (out of stock).
View Fullscreen
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The Freedom Network

Bioresonant :
Atoms and electrons interact and resonate with light. How about tuning in?

Kirlian Research :
Information about Life is encoded in Light. Welcome to electro-photonics...

Mt. Best :
Earth is a system of limited resources. Sustainability is the only sensible choice.

NU Journal
Scientific articles.

Self Healing :
No matter what treatments you follow or avoid - you need to accept responsibility for your selfhealing ability.

The Freedom Forum :
The Freedom of Choice book readers forum.

The Freedom of Choice :
Is your life aligned with the Purpose of Existence of the Universe?

Thiaoouba Prophecy :
Wise advice from people who sent a messenger to Earth ~2000 years ago...

Contact
Threat ?
The ultimate danger for our civilization comes not from slow climate change, but from overheating the heat-generating planetary interior due to the greenhouse effect in the atmosphere, that traps the interior heat. This process is slow, but its final consequences are violent and irreversible. The very existence of Earth is at stake. There will be no second chance if people on Earth continue to ignore the advice...
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